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Contact

Marrielle Monte
 is an award-winning author and children's

empowerment expert. Her books, Magic

Thinking for Kids and Magic Thinking for

Kids Coloring Book, as well as her

Empowering Kids program, are designed to

give children around the world the tools and

skills they need to be their best selves.

Marrielle's fun and compassionate teaching

style help children learn about the importance

of mindfulness, emotional regulation, and

positive thinking. Through her guidance,

children can break free from self-limiting

beliefs and realize their full potential.

Marrielle is dedicated to creating a world

where all children have the 

chance to thrive. 

 

 

 

 

Marrielle holds an impressive academic and professional background, having earned her BFA in Theatre and Dance from
the University of The Arts and obtaining a certification in Mindfulness and Happiness Coaching from Berkeley Well-Being

Institute and Happiitude. Her career has spanned from Broadway to touring around the world as a dancer and singer. She
has worked for such acclaimed musical entertainers as Madonna, David Gray and The Divynals, as well as performing

standup comedy at The Comedy Store in Los Angeles. She also acted in a feature film titled, Unfollower. Marrielle
currently resides in Denver, Colorado with her husband, son, and Boxer named Kali. When she's not busy, she enjoys

baking treats for her friends, volunteering in her community, and chilling out on the beaches of Hawaii. 
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Invite Marrielle to visit for a fun and exciting experience!
Whether virtually or in person, she can share her passion
for empowerment with you through a Book Reading and

Signing, Interactive Workshop, Assembly, Author Q&A,
or even a  Flash Mob Dance!

 Magic Thinking for Kids is a fun read with delightful
illustrations & an important message  

You can choose to be happy!  
~ Donna Stokes, Exec. Editor, Live Happy magazine

 
Marrielle's introduction to affirmations is an easy &

empowering emotional regulation tool for parents & kids. 
 ~ Jeff Olson, Best Selling author of The Slight Edge

 
Marrielle's talk held even the youngest students’ attention

because she is delightfully entertaining and genuine. 
Her visit was a highlight for the teachers, 

                       students & administration alike.                                       
~ Kelly Collier, Librarian, Monument Academy, CO
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